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Customers references
... We're still impressed by the original idea and concept of the HeuToy. It is always
a pleasure to watch our 15 year old gelding (cribber, dust allergy sufferer) spending
his time throwing the HeuToy filled with hay around through the air like an acrobat
and then stopping it elegantly with his head (!). Also the pandemonium he creates by
swinging the HeuToy around is no longer a disturbance for his fellow stall mates.
Great "resilience" for all! It should also be highlighted that the hay dust falls well out of
the HeuToy, so we can do away completely with the annoying hay water! ... Best
regards Dr. von Langsdorff

Super invention! I borrowed it for my last stall and have now moved. Request for
urgent delivery: my Minishetty, who lives with my warmblood as best friend in the
box, will go crazy otherwise. 
Best regards U. Nägele

...since we've been using HeuToys for our jumpers, we have noticed a marked impro-
vement in their movement in the neck area... 
Yours, Renata Boxler

Dear Mr. Röck, I ordered 5 of your HeuToys about eight weeks ago in order to provi-
de some movement for my horses when they are eating. And I have to say that it has
been a total success. All of my horses got over their apprehensions very quickly and
got stuck in with gusto... 
Best regards, Sven Schirmer

Hello Mr Röck, thanks for the quick processing! The HeuToys were put together in no
time and hung up with anticipation that same evening. It took them all of five seconds
to get used to it! It was enthusiastically plucked at directly by all the horses and
thrown about for what it was worth... After a few days they all still look like new even
though our herd are quite tempestuous and have already destroyed lots of other
things! A really great and useful invention. 
Best regards Yvonne Trappmann

I can wholeheartedly agree! My horse's neck muscles have become much loo-
ser after a relatively short period of time, which is very clear during riding! He
takes much longer with his ration of hay, and because I can now weight it befo-

rehand, he has lost weight and is keeping it off! – In short: I am totally satisfied with
my/his HeuToy, never knew that this might happen to him, it's just like it is described
everywhere and I'd buy it again every time! Greetings, Tanja & Conti

Marshal GmbH Sport Horses & Management in Heiligkreuztal has equipped its com-
plete stall with HeuToys.

More reviews can be found at: www.HeuToy.de and on our Facebook page.

NEWS

HeuToy-mini
Owners of small ponies, donkeys,
goats, sheep and other animals would
also like to benefit from the advan-
tages that HeuToy can bring.
Therefore, there is the HeuToy with a
smaller hole diameter for a maximum
of 3kg of hay.

The HeuToy stand
To enable feeding with the HeuToy in
the paddock, there are stands in in two
variations, both of which are complete-
ly weatherproof, of course.

The HTS5 stand provides firm support
for up to 5 HeuToys. The larger HTS
16 stand has room for up to 16
HeuToys and is made up of four divisi-
ons. This is the way to ensure that
each horse (regardless of the rank
order) has access to the food source.

The HeuToy car 
For quick and easy filling of our
HeuToys we have developed the
HeuToy HTW4 HTW4 and
HTW8 filling cars. With the
HTW8, you can hang up to
eight HeuToys within eight
seconds. Then drive the filled
HeuToys to the individual han-
ging sites. You only have to
hang the HeuToy at the feeding
position! That's a huge relief for
rational feeding!

HTS5

HTS16

HTW4

HTW8

Inventions by:

Die Marschall GmbH
Sportpferde &
Management in
Heiligkreuztal hat ihren
kompletten Stall mit
HeuToys ausgestattet. 
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The different kind of thinking and eating fun for
your horse!

The ideal activity for horses in the stable, paddock or pasture.
Boredom is a thing of the past! Provides hours of variety for your
horse. 

Horses are intelligent and curious. Out of boredom, they develop
task such as weaving and cribbing or other bad habits. Our
HeuToy works against this and prevents fast eating. This will prevent
colic and other digestive disorders.

The benefits

Activity Your horse is occupied for hours with eating hay through
the defined holes and the specially developed design of the
HeuToy. This is a welcome change in the day-to-day routine for the
horse, encouraging his natural play instinct, relieving stress and pro-
moting additional calm. Activity with the HeuToy counteracts beha-
vioural problems such as cribbing and weaving. It provides a cal-
ming effect in the horse trailer.

Natural feeding posture
The HeuToy is suspended in an opti-
mal feeding posture. Thanks to the
low head position with stretched
neck, the horse generates more sali-
va, which is urgently needed in the
stomach to prevent acid build-up.
Colic is prevented. Horse osteo-
paths and vets have judged the
head movement during eating to be
very positive..

Safety The risk of injury, mainly due
to entangled hooves, is reduced dramatically. In addition, the horse
can no longer walk into the hay net and damage its tendons, for
example.

No dust problems The nostrils are
always optimally covered when fee-
ding thanks to the hole spacing. The
dust inhalation is much lower – and
this is ideal for horses with dust aller-
gies. The HeuToy can also be sim-
ply filled with wet hay.

Ease of rationing The bottom row of holes as well as the slats on the
bottom can be adjusted for easy or difficult hay extraction, depending
on the character of the horse. Setting for long and short fibrous hay.

Material The HeuToy is produced from a bite-proof, stable, dura-
ble and non-splitter material, and it’s manufactured especially for us
in Germany. It is also suitable for food approval. It is not made
from truck tarps, blue chemical barrels or similar products. Our
HeuToy is elastic, because an animal must be able to squeeze it to
get the hay. The elasticity also prevents the risk of injury. The
HeuToy is weatherproof and can be used outdoors in both summer
and winter.

Cost savings Low hay loss as the hay is supplied directly from the
HeuToy. By earning the food, the horses eat every last straw. 
   The hay is no longer wasted.

Time savings The HeuToy is easy and fast to fill just like a barrel
and can be easily moved to each fee-
ding position. It can be filled with vario-
us treats (carrots, hay mix, etc.).

Recommendation
Our customers also include horse clinics and vete-
rinarians. They appreciate the dust-free and mete-
red feeding in an optimal feeding posture. Horse
osteopaths are also enthusiastic about the optimal
feeding posture and the resulting intensified the
horses’ neck mobility. Our HeuToys are often
recommended and even 'prescribed'. Please
also see the interview with 
Dr. Langsdorff at

www.HeuToy.de

Technical data

• Height: 86 cm
• Optimum hanging height of 30 cm 
   above the ground, height: 116 cm
• Diameter: 44 cm
• Weight: 3.4 kg
• Capacity: 1-7 kg depending on the hay
• Defined, partially adjustable vents
• Hole diameter 7 cm
• Specially designed slat bottom, 
   3x adjustable
• Floating hinged lid
• Rope with connected carabiners

We humans have placed ourselves above the ani-
mals. This results in an incredibly large responsibili-
ty to them! With the HeuToy, we provide your ani-
mals with plenty of movement, fun and distractions
during their favourite activity - eating! 

As upper Swabian manufacturer we had a lot of fun developing the
HeuToy. From the outset, it should be a controllable, health-promoting
feeding and activity resource for horses and animals. They should
receive their hay more slowly and at a deeper, more ideal eating
position. Here the animals have to move around because the HeuToy
is hung so that it can move. Colic can be avoided with the HeuToy.
Horses with a dust allergy also enjoy distinct relief. Our customers
report that horses that are fed from the HeuToy can even eat some
dry hay again from it. 

The horses are concerned with their daily ration of hay for much lon-
ger and sometimes only want to eat from the HeuToy. You will quick-
ly see how much fun the animals have in their movement and activity.
The HeuToy offers you and your horse stable quality from a material
that is both approved for food provision and is anti-splitter.

Our patented protected HeuToy is a real product "Made in
Germany".

The HeuToy has characteristics that no other feeding system can offer
you. Find out for yourself!

And finally a question: if you are satisfied with your HeuToy, please
recommend us further.

Thank you, sincerely your

Udo Röck

Use in the professional
stall 70 HeuToys have
been successfully deployed
in professional stalls; 
Watch the latest videos
yourself at 
www.HeuToy.de!

Made in Germany
In addition, our HeuToy is
a real made in
Germany product!

Incredible practicality: you can conveniently order the Buggy 4x4
straight from us 


